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Abstract 
Background: Vaginal yeast infections (candidiasis) are among the most common gynecologic 
infections in women. Due to the high prevalence of vaginal candidiasis and its recurrence, 
followed by such chemical treatment as Clotrimazole, this study was performed with the broad aim 
of comparing the in vitro effects of Lavender brew, Lavender essential oil, and Clotrimazole on the 
growth of the standard strains of Candida albicans. 
Methods: The fungus cell count was done through Thoma counting chambers and Hemocytometer 
slide. Having prepared the dilution (6 × 106 of standard Candida albicans, S.C.a-PTCC-2657) in 
the Sabouraud Agar liquid medium, the Lavender essential oil, brew and Clotrimazole were added 
to different dilutions (½ , ¼ , ⅛) (in 4 stages) before the fungus cell count was done. Having 
obtained the necessary information, the data were analyzed through Statistical Package for the 
Social Sciences (SPSS), and a general linear model was used for the analysis of the data. The test 
results were then compared. 
Results: The number of fungi cells in Lavender brew (14 × 106) and Lavender essential oil (35× 
106) decreased significantly compared with those of Clotrimazole (93 × 106) and fungus control 
(188 × 106) (p<0.01).  Also, the fungus cell count in dilutions of ½ and ¼ of the drugs in the brew, 
and in dilutions of ⅛ in essential oil were less than those of other proportions. The highest 
antifungal efficacies of the drugs were observed in higher dilution (p< 0.01), and Clotrimazole had 
the least antifungal effect.  
Conclusion: Lavender brew and Lavender essential oil had more antifungal effect on the standard 
Candida albicans when compared with Clotrimazole. 
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Introduction 
 

Gynecologic infections are among the most 
common reasons for which women refer to physicians. 
One of the diseases caused by underlying conditions of  

 
 

endogenous vaginal flora is candidacies (1). Candida 
species, notably Candida albicans, is the major fungal 
pathogen in humans. Despite all the breakthroughs in 
medical science as well as the advent of new medical 
methods, the severity and the incidence of these 
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infections have dramatically experienced a rise in 
recent years, which could mainly be due to the 
increased number of such immune-suppressed cases as 
HIV-Aids, cancer, diabetes, the use of broad spectrum 
antibiotics, cytotoxic chemotherapy, and organ 
transplantation (2, 3). It is also worth mentioning that 
such an increase in the incidence of opportunistic 
severe fungal infections has greatly motivated the 
interest not only for in vitro antifungal susceptibility 
testing, but also for the diagnosis and the treatment of 
fungal infections, resistant to common antifungal 
agents (4). On the other hand, there is a new tendency 
to use supplementary medicine, like herbal medicine, 
for medical care, which has recently gained popularity 
(5).  It is evident that most of the natural agents, 
especially those extracted from plants, are used against 
different diseases, and are more effective with fewer 
side effects (6). Although there is a dearth of adequate 
research on herbal medicine, the history and the use of 
such medicinal plants during the past few centuries, as 
well as the naturalness of such products can, to a great 
extent, prove their relative safety. Therefore, it is 
highly recommended to use them in the case of chronic 
diseases, or for the prevention of such diseases due to 
their limited side effects and low costs (7).      
Lavender, as a kind of medicinal herb, can be 
effectively used in the treatment of vaginal discharges, 
and has a wide number of applications in 
supplementary medicine. Investigations conducted on 
lavender in both Iran and Italy have proved the fact that 
this medicinal herb has antifungal effects on different 
fungal species (8-9). Clotrimazole is one of the 
commonly known chemical drugs, used for the 
treatment of vulvovaginitis candidasis, but the use of 
this chemical drug can bring about such side effects as 
elevated liver enzymes, hepatotoxic effects, painful 
urination, depression (due to systemic drug absorption 
effects), and irritation and burning sensation, or contact 
dermatitis. The increasing resistance to commonly used 
antifungal agents necessitates the need for more 
investigations for new formations (4, 10). To this end, 
this study was conducted with the broad aim of 
comparing the in vitro effects of Lavender brew, 
Lavender essential oil, and Clotrimazole on the growth 
of the standard strains of Candida albicans. 
 
Materials and Methods  

This quasi-experimental study, performed based on the 
fungus cell count in liquid medium through Thoma 
hemocytometer slide (micro dilution method), was an 
attempt to determine the antifungal effects of lavender. 
The micro dilution method, one of the antifungal 
sensitivity standard tests, is used as a preferred method 
for determining antifungal sensitivity in vitro (11).   
     This method was done in 4 consecutive stages. In 
the first stage, with regard to the sterile environment, 
the researchers took just a needle-point-size amount 
(fildoplatin) of fungus from the Candida albicans pure 
medium (S. C. a-PTCC-2657), cultured it in three 
sabouraud slant, solid medium as deep and superficial, 
and then let it incubate at 37°C for 48 hours (the 
purpose for the use of pure medium in this tube was 
due to its numerous fungus pure culture, needed in the 
subsequent phases of the study). In the second stage, 
candida, with dilution of (6 × 106), was prepared in 
sabouraud liquid culture medium. To do so, candida 
was first taken from fungus sample by a sterile circular 
loop, and then it was added to intosabouraud liquid 
medium. After shaking the mixture, the sample was 
taken by a sterile syringe, and the cells were counted 
by Thoma slide. If the amount of fungi in liquid 
medium was more than the considered dilution range, 
the diluting process would continue until the desired 
dilution was reached (6 × 106) (Cells were counted by 
Thoma hemocytometer slide, and the sabouraud liquid 
medium was used to dilute the medium). The produced 
dilution was used as fungus control in all stages of 
observing the effects of lavender brew, lavender 
essential oil, and Clotrimazole drop. The preparation of  
the considered drug was the aim of the third stage. It 
should be mentioned here that all the ready-used drugs, 
except  for the lavender brew, were taken from the 
pharmaceutical company. The local Clotrimazole drop 
(1%) was made in Behvazan Pharmaceutical Company, 
and the lavender essential oil was prepared in Golkaran 
Company. Also, 15 gr of dried lavender flowering 
petals was added to 500 cc of boiling distilled water, 
then after letting it cool for10- 15 minutes, some of the 
lavender brew was poured into some sterile test tubes 
using a filter under sterile conditions. In the fourth 
stage, the following 10 sterile tubes were prepared: 
Candida albicans pure medium (S. C. a-PTCC-2657), 
Control fungus with dilution of (188 × 106) ml, and 
Control drug, control fungus+ sabouraud. 
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     In this study, the researchers made an attempt to 
prepare a total number of six test tubes in three pairs, 
which are as follows: two test tubes, containing drug 
with dilution of ½ + fungus with dilution of (6 × 106) + 
sabouraud, two other test tubes. Containing drug with 
dilution of ¼+ fungus with dilution of (6 × 106) + 
sabouraud, and still two other ones, containing drug 
with dilution of⅛+ fungus with dilution of (6 × 106) + 
sabouraud. All the tubes were kept in an incubator at 
37°C for 48 hours, and after that the fungal cells were 
counted by Thoma hemocytometer slide. The tests for 

each drug were repeated at least twice for each 
dilution. The sample specifications and the 
experimental results were regularly recorded in the 
observation sheet, and were subsequently analyzed by 
descriptive statistics and frequency distribution tables. 
Having obtained the necessary information, the data 
were analyzed by SPSS through descriptive-analytical 
statistics, and GLM univariate test. 

Results 
The findings of this study showed that the number 

of fungus cells in lavender brew (14 × 106) and 
lavender essential oil (35× 106) dropped significantly 
in comparison with those of fungi control (188 ×106) 
and Clotrimazole (93 × 106) (p= 0.001). The results 
also demonstrated that the fungi cell counted by Thoma 
hemocytometer slide in drugs with dilution of ½ was 
23 × 106 in lavender brew, and that it had the least 
fungi cell counts when compared with lavender 
essential oil (50 × 106) and Clotrimazole (120 × 106). 
It is also worth mentioning that in dilution of ¼, the 
lavender brew, and in dilution of ⅛, the lavender 
essential oil had the least fungi cell counts and the 
highest antifungal efficacy when they were compared 
with other proportions (Figure 1). The evaluation of the 
mentioned drugs in different dilutions of (½, ¼, ⅛) 

illustrated that the highest antifungal efficacy (less 
fungi cell counts) were in higher dilutions of drugs, for 
which the statistical difference (p=0.005) was 
significant.  Hence, the fungi cells in lavender essential 
brew in dilutions of (½, ¼, ⅛) were 23 × 106, 16 ×106, 
and 3 × 106, respectively. Therefore, it can be claimed 
that the fungi cells were the least in dilution of ⅛. Also, 
fungi cell counts in lavender oil, in different dilutions 
of ½ , ¼ , and ⅛, were 50 × 106 , 56 ×106 , and 0.25 × 
106respectively, which was similar to the results of 
lavender essential brew. This result can further suggest 
that the least fungi cell counts were in the highest 
dilution of the drug (⅛) (Table 1). 

Discussion 
The results of this study showed that lavender has 

antifungal effects. There are many research studies, 
reporting mixed results, about the antifungal effects of 
lavender. One study, for instance, demonstrated that 
lavender oil had considerable antifungal effects on 
candida albicans; whereas, another one reported that 
lavender oil had very weak inhibitory effects (12-13). 
In the same line, another similar study indicated that 
lavender essential oil had in vitro antimicrobial activity 
against bacteria, fungi and some insects, and that it 
delayed the production of spore in filamentous fungi, 
and completely inhibited the growth of T-
mentagraphytes as a result (12). Another study also 
proved that lavender essential oil had antimicrobial 
activity against bacteria and fungus, was an 
antidepressant agent, and had a great role in the 
creation of positive mood and relaxation (14-15).  Yet 
another study revealed that lavender oil reduced the 
fungi growth, and that the speed of infections spread in 
tissues was consequently diminished (17).  

Fig 1: The effect of various dilution of Brew lavender, Essential oil 
lavender, Clotrimazol , and control fungus on the number of fungi 
cells in liquid medium  through Thoma hemocytometer slide 
(Microdilution Method) (p<.005). 
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     Generally speaking, it can be claimed that 
lavender oil has a long history of medicinal use. It was 
used in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) to treat 
several conditions including infection, infertility and 
anxiety (16).  The results of the present study showed 
that lavender had the highest antifungal efficacy when 
compared with Clotrimazole.  According to the results, 
fungi cell counts in lavender brew and essential oil 
were less when compared with those of fungi control 
and Clotrimazole.  It is worth mentioning that 
Clotrimazol had the highest fungi cell count and the 
least antifungal efficacy. There was also a significant 
statistical relationship between the efficacy of drugs on 
the fungi cell counts (p= 0.001). In a study conducted 
by Shin and Lim, it was shown that the majority of the 
evaluated essential oil had significant inhibiting 
activities against six species of trichophyton fungi. The 
essential lavender oil and other plants strongly 
inhibited the fungi. Also, the antifungal effects of 
azoles increased when they were combined with them, 
but the effective dose and the side effects decreased as 
a result. It was suggested that medical use of herbal 
essence might be a solution to inhibit the rapid growth 
of resistant fungi and to minimize the side effects 
caused by antifungal drugs. Nevertheless, more clinical 
experimentations are required for the better and more 
accurate evaluation of their medical applications (10).  

      The findings of this study also showed that the 
number of fungi cells in liquid medium using Thoma 
hemocytometer slide in ½ and ¼ dilutions of drugs had 
the lowest fungi cells in lavender brew when compared 
with that of lavender essential oil. Also, most 
antifungal effects in ⅛ dilution were related to lavender 
essential oil. The antifungal effects of the drugs in 
different dilutions of (½, ¼ and ⅛) showed that the 
drugs could be more effective with more dilutions (⅛) 
(p= 0.005). Similar studies also showed that the 
different densities of lavender had numerous antibiotic 
effects (29), and that lavender oil acted differently in 
different concentrations (5). In the same vein, a similar 
research study by D'Auria et al. in Rome also 
demonstrated that lavender essential oil and its main 
components, linalool and linalyl acetate, had fungus 
killing ability and inhibiting effects, and that at lower 
concentration (with higher dilutions), it inhibited germ 
tube formation and hyphal elongation. That could 
suggest the notion that lavender essential oil is 

effective against Candia albicans and may thus reduce 
fungal progression and the spread of infection in 
tissues (17). According to another similar study by 
Devkatte et al., who examined the effects of the 
different essential oils like lavender on growth of 
Candida albicanse, most of the used essential oil had 
antifungal effects with minimum concentration, and 
could be used as antifungal agents against azole-
resistant drugs (6). In fact, the majority of the oils used 
in the study were fungicidal at low concentrations. All 
in all, it goes without saying that there is an urgent 
need for further investigations in order to achieve 
combinations that possess better and more effective 
antifungal agents with fewer side effects. 

  
Conclusion 

 With regard to the achieved results from fungus 
cell count method in liquid medium, done by Thoma 
hemocytometer slide, and with attention to the 
significant antifungal activity of lavender plant,  it can 
be suggested that lavender could serve as a source of 
compounds with therapeutic potential, and can be used 
against Candida-related infections. Also, with regard to 
its fewer fungus cells and higher efficacy on Candida 
when compared with Clotrimazole, lavender may be a 
suitable substitute for chemical drugs, which can be 
used for the treatment of vaginal candidiasis, and can 
also be applied as a supplementary drug. The 
authenticity of these claims necessitates further 
laboratory experimentations and clinical studies with 
more samples. 
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